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Since graduating, Christiana's journey has been
quite a ride—spanning various countries, diving
into different job scenes, adopting a dog, and
proudly earning her Bachelor's degree. At
CMASAS, she valued the flexibility that set the
stage for lasting friendships, networking
opportunities, and meaningful connections that
continue to shape her life.

What drew Christiana to CMASAS was its 
unique approach, letting her explore courses
aligned with her passions, molding her interests
during college. Little did she know, this experience
not only prepared her for encounters with diverse
backgrounds but also bolstered her resilience for a
post-COVID-19 world embracing online learning.

Early graduation from CMASAS was a game-
changer for Christiana and her peers. It gave them
a head start on valuable life experiences, arming
them with the tools to navigate life's complexities
sooner than their counterparts.

The lasting friendships at CMASAS, some turning
into daily connections, show how impactful this
unique educational environment is. 

Her closest friend, a fellow CMASAS graduate,
shares an unbreakable bond that continues to thrive
after academia.

Looking back, she sees CMASAS as a nurturing
foundation that laid essential blocks for her rapid
personal growth. The tailored approach not only let
her explore academic interests but also kept her on
par with traditional high school students in core
curriculum. CMASAS's flexibility played a key role in
shaping her social connections, providing a more
gradual pace for making friends compared to the
overwhelming first day of a traditional school
semester.

Encouraging other families to consider CMASAS for
their child's education, Christiana highlighted the
benefits: improved academic retention, a diverse
social circle, and an opportunity for deep self-
exploration. Drawing from her own experience, she
assured parents that choosing CMASAS would offer
their child an enriching and uniquely tailored
educational journey they wouldn't regret.
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